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What is CWEP?
The Clean Water Education Partnership (CWEP) is a cooperative
effort between local governments, state agencies, and nonprofit
organizations to protect water quality in the Tar-Pamlico, Neuse, and
Cape Fear River Basins. CWEP aims to protect North Carolina’s
waterways from stormwater pollution through public education and
outreach.
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Who do we serve?
As of 2019, CWEP has 39 members which include 33 municipalities
and 6 counties in North Carolina. Representatives from each
member agency make up a steering committee and the program
is administered by TJCOG. By working together, CWEP partners
can achieve more than anyone could individually.

Why is this work relevant?
Since water is a shared resource that crosses state, county and
city boundaries, working together to improve the health of our
watersheds must be a cooperative effort. CWEP creates a space
to discuss and enact a unified vision for how to educate about
and manage stormwater.
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CWEP members municipalities and counties
(updated 2018)

State Agency Partners
The North Carolina
Department of Environmental
Quality
NC DEQ Nonpoint Source
Management Program
NC DEQ Office of
Environmental Education

River Basins CWEP serves include the Cape Fear (light
purple), Neuse (teal), and Tar- Pamlico (dark purple)
(Image from ESRI website)
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Face-to-Face Education and
Engagement Methods
CWEP uses various education and outreach strategies to reach
different audiences within member regions. CWEP's public
outreach and direct education methods include:
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Tabling at events and festivals
Community Stream Watch trainings
K-12 classroom visits
After-school, library, and group visits

Looking Forward
In 2018-2019, CWEP's direct education programs served 3,000+
people via 71 events at schools, libraries, and festivals across the
member municipalities. In 2019-2020, CWEP aims to double its
impact, reaching at least 6,000 people and broadening access to
underserved populations. In 2019/2020, CWEP will also be hosting
Stream Watch train-the-trainer events which will fulfill members'
"Public Participation/ Involvement" NPDES requirement in addition
to the "Public Education and Outreach" requirement already
covered by CWEP's work.
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Stormwater Lessons for
Schools, Libraries & Groups

Direct
Education

A vital part of creating stormwater resiliency
starts with educating youth. Classroom visits,
after-school programs, library programs,
and scout troops are just a few examples of
how CWEP engages young people. Drawing
from environmental education curricula like
Project WET and Aquatic WILD, each visit is
catered to the age level, needs and interests
of the group and are aligned with K-12 NC
curriculum standards. Topics covered
include the water cycle, aquatic
macroinvertebrates, bio-indicators, and
stormwater flow.
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Pre-k2nd
NC Curriculum Standards
K.ML.1.3 Execute simple
rhythms using body,
instruments, or voice.
K.CR.1.2 Recognize the
relationships between music
and concepts from other
areas.
K.E.1.1 Infer that change is
something that happens to
many things in the
environment based on
observations made using
one or more of their senses.

Lesson Highlight: Create your Own Rain
Maker & Thunderstorm Activity
Objective: Students explore how they can
use their body and instruments to mimic the
sounds of nature. Students gain a greater
understanding and appreciation for an
essential part of the water cycle using
creative process.
Overview: Students start off this lesson by
circling up for a group activity. Using their
hands and other body parts, everyone
works together to mimic the different
sounds heard during a thunderstorm. Using
various household items, students then
create and decorate their own rain
instrument to bring home.
These activities have the added
benefit of helping young
children feel less afraid of
thunderstorms.
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3rdMiddle

Lesson Highlight: The Incredible Journey
NC Curriculum Standards
5.P.2.1 Explain how the sun’s
energy impacts the processes
of the water cycle (including,
evaporation, transpiration,
condensation, precipitation
and runoff).
5.L.2.3 Infer the effects that
may result from the
interconnected relationship of
plants and animals to their
ecosystem

Objective: Through a kinesthetic
game, students are able to more
accurately conceptualize the water
cycle (and the sun's role in the
process) as a dynamic system with no
clear beginning or end.
Overview: Students simulate the
movement of water within the water
cycle by traveling between 9 different
stations (plant, animal, lake, cloud,
etc.). At each station, students roll a
cube and collect a colored bead
based on where their water droplet
went. By the end of this activity,
students have made a bracelet and a
map documenting their unique
journey as a part of the water cycle.
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Middle
-High
NC Curriculum Standards
8.E.1 Understand the
hydrosphere and the
impact of humans on
local systems.
8.E.1.4 Conclude that the
good health of humans
requires: Monitoring of
the hydrosphere, water
quality standards,
methods of water
treatment, maintaining
safe water quality, and
stewardship

Lesson Highlight: Enviroscape & If Bugs
Could Talk
Objective: Students can provide examples
of point and non-point source pollutants
that enter waterways as a result of human
development and activities. Students
understand how biotic indicators can be
used to identify pollutants and evaluate
water quality.
Overview: Using the 3-D Enviroscape
model, students act as pollutants or rain to
visualize how common community
practices can have direct impacts on their
local watershed. After identifying different
types of pollutants that can enter
waterways, students explore the pollution
tolerance levels of macroinvertebrate
species through a water quality testing
simulation.
This lesson serves as an effective
pre-cursor to chemical water
testing and macroinvertebrate
sampling (see page 12)
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K-12 Full Lesson Menu
Pre K-2nd
Create Your Own Rain
Maker
Earth Ball Game
A-Maze-Ing Water
Thunderstorm Activity
Fashion A Fish
"All the Way to the
Ocean" or "Water is
Water" Read Aloud
Create your own
Caddisfly craft
Catch Basin
Demonstration

3rd- Middle
Rain Garden in a
Bottle
Incredible Journey
Enviroscape
Catch the Critter
Water Pipe Activity
Macroinvertebrate
Mayhem
Catch Basin
Demonstration
The Long Haul

Middle- High
Enviroscape
Catch the Critter
Sum of All Parts
Make a Mural
Dragon Fly Pond
Invaders
If Bugs Could Talk
The Long Haul
Explore your
Watershed
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Outdoor Programs

Direct
Education

Our outdoor programs can be paired with any
indoor classroom visit, or stand alone as their
own lesson. CWEP recognizes it is not always
possible to get students outside during a short
class or activity period. However, when there is
time, engaging firsthand with watersheds and
aquatic life is one of the most effective ways to
get people engaged in the long-term monitoring,
stewardship, and appreciation of their local
waterways.
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adaptable
for all ages

Lesson Highlight: Water Quality Testing

NC Curriculum Standards
1.L.1.3 Summarize ways that humans
protect their environment and/or
improve conditions for the growth of
the plants and animals that live there
(e.g., reuse or recycle products to
avoid littering).
8.E.1.3 Predict the safety and
potability of water supplies in North
Carolina based on physical and
biological factors, including:
temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH,
nitrates and phosphates, turbidity ,
and bio-indicators

If your class/group/ community is
interested in becoming part of statewide water quality data collection,
consider registering for the NC Stream
Watch program (see next page for
details)

Chemical Testing
Overview: Equipped with a chemical testing kit,
students measure and record 8 different water
quality indicators such as pH, dissolved oxygen, and
turbidity to assess water quality. Following testing,
students brainstorm ways to improve and maintain
healthy streams.

Creekside Macroinvertebrate Study
Overview: Students attempt to catch
macroinvertebrates using nets or a rubbing rock
technique. Equipped with stereoscopes, magnifying
glasses, and classification guides, students then
identify and quantify aquatic macroinvertebrates
such as caddisfly, dragonfly and mayfly nymphs to
evaluate stream health.
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NC Stream Watch Program

Direct
Education

NC Stream Watch is a state-wide program to monitor and
contribute to the health of local waterways. This program is
for any group that is interested in cleaning up and collecting
data about streams, and can be customized for various levels.
Registered Stream Watch groups are required to do a
minimum of 2 litter pick-ups per year. Beyond this, groups can
choose to do things like collect water quality data through
chemical testing and macroinvertebrate sampling or do a
habitat assessment. Stream Watch participants now have
access to a statewide crowd-sourced database which includes
an interactive map.

CWEP Involvement
NC Stream Watch Logo
(image from NC DEQ)

CWEP offers train-the-trainer events for the leaders of groups
looking to become active participants in the Stream Watch
program. This training includes registration orientation, a
basic introduction for how to facilitate litter pick-ups and a
tutorial for how to document events and data collection using
the state-wide database application.
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NC Stream Watch Program
"Customize your Stream Watch
experience for what you are
interested in. Groups can be any
size, any background, and from any
corner of North Carolina. Ideally,
there will be several groups in each
river basin across North Carolina."
-Stormwater SMART
A Girl Scout troop receives reusable tote bags after
participating in Stream Watch
(Photo credit: Stormwater SMART website)

"The goal of NC Stream Watch is
to host observations and images
of North Carolina's beautiful
water resources for citizens to
see what different waterways
look like from different parts of
the state. " -NC DEQ

Map showing registered NC Stream Watch locations across the
state (Photo credit: NC DEQ / ESRI)
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Tabling Services

Public
Outreach

Festivals and other events provide an
opportunity for in-person stormwater
education with a wide range of people in CWEP
member communities. Often, CWEP educators
table alongside municipal stormwater staff.
Through hands-on demos, games and colorful
giveaways, CWEP creates a welcoming space
for people of all ages and experience levels to
come and learn about stormwater.
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Educational Stormwater Games and Demos for Tabling

Stream Tub Model

Catch Basin Demo

Bug Aquarium

Rain garden vs. impervious
surface demo

Macroinvertebrate
Matching Wheel

Pop-Up Display Banner
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Education is
the first step...

...For us all to be
the solution to
stormwater
pollution!
Clean Water Begins With You and Me

